
ATSC 5160  HW 4   due Wed 6 May 2015   (6% of the course grade) 

 
(1) (10 points) Discuss the importance of inertial stability and static stability on the frontogenetic circulation. Refer to the 

Sawyer Eliassen eqn. (6.16 in the textbook). 

  

(2) (15 points)  

(a) (10 pts) Derive the expression for thermal wind 
𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝜃
 in isentropic coordinates (hint: recall that the equivalent to the 

pressure gradient force in isentropic coordinates is ∇𝜃𝜓, where 𝜓 ≡ (𝑐𝑝𝑇 + 𝜑)𝜃 (Montgomery streamfunction). This 

relationship assumes hydrostatic balance, 𝜋 =
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(a) (5 pts)Using this expression, discuss briefly how thermal wind is diagnosed on isentropic maps, and compare this to 

thermal wind diagnosis on isobaric maps (hint: listen to Jim Moore at http://www.meted.ucar.edu/isen_ana/index.htm) 

 

 (3) (75 points, 5 points for each) From frontogenesis to symmetric instability, from QG thinking to isentropic thinking.  

a) Mathematically define geostrophic frontogenesis FGEO in contrast with 2D frontogenesis (F2D). Show that FGEO is 

proportional to the cross-isentrope component of the Q-vector. 

b) Imagine a frontogenetic situation (FGEO >0) at low levels. Draw a vertical cross section across the mapped isentropes 

(assume that this is the y-axis), showing isentropes (solid lines), Q-vectors, Q-divergence, a few isotachs (wind speed 

across the page, i.e. along the x-axis), absolute momentum M lines (dashed), vertical motion vectors, and ageostrophic 

horizontal motion vector. A rectangular  box pattern for these motion vectors is fine for now, although in reality the 

flow is tilted. Make the cross section big enough, so the details can be seen well, and you so can work with it more, 

below. Show how M and  values change (label lines). Assume you are in the northern hemisphere. The top of the 

transect should be near the tropopause.  

c) Think quasi-geostrophically: what do this vertical motion and ageostrophic motion aim to accomplish in response to 

FGEO >0? 

d) Can this ageostrophic motion move isentropes in the QG theory? Can it in the semi-geostrophic (SG) approximation? 

e) Continue the thought process and explain why total 2D frontogenesis (F2D) is larger than FGEO in situations where 

FGEO >0. Show equations, sufficiently simplified to make your point. 

f) What controls the intensity of this frontogenetic circulation according the SG Sawyer-Eliassen equation? Define it, 

and express it as an equation specifically for this case (y-axis aligned with  gradient) 

g) Is the vertical component of this circulation frontogenetic or frontolytic? Explain. 

h) What controls the depth of the updraft you showed schematically in (b)? Ignore moisture at this point, just think quasi-

geostrophically. 

i) Back to the box pattern you sketched in (b). What lines drawn in this sketch do parcels follow, to a first order? Think 

“isentropically”, assuming that the pattern sketched in (b) is frozen in time. Show some arrows on these lines to reveal 

the circulation.  

j) You may argue that parcels tend to follow M lines. What is the argument for this? Show equations. 

k) How do water phase changes (diabatic heating) typically alter the circulation arrows you added as part of question (i)? 

l) In the same transect (b), draw some moist isentropes (e lines) such that there is a region that is potentially 

symmetrically unstable (PSI), and also a region that is potentially unstable (PI). Highlight these two regions. Again 

label the e lines so I can tell which way e increases. 

m) In the same transect (b), highlight the region that is inertially most stable, and the one that is inertially least stable (or 

inertially unstable). Explain. 

n) In the same transect, show the regions where equivalent potential vorticity (EPV) is maximum, and where it is 

negative. Make sure these regions are consistent with your line drawings. Explain why EPV is maximum/negative in 

these two regions. You may want to refer to the definition of EPV in Jim Moore’s METED module. 

o) How is PV altered by the diabatic heating you surmised under (k) (just state or draw where it is increased/ decreased)   

 


